
Bi-Curious Democrat Congresser in Polyamorous 
Affair flashes Nazi-era tat

In Kalli it’s a feature not a bug…

by Bruno Strozek      32   Comments   

Is this the greatest time in the history of the world to be alive or what?

I mean when else could you read the words “Bi-Curious Democrat Congressxer in Polyamorous Affair 
flashes Nazi-era tat” and it’s actually true?

The British tabloid Daily Mail has the scooparooski:

EXCLUSIVE: Shocking photos of Congresswoman Katie 
Hill are revealed as she’s seen NAKED showing off Nazi-era 
tattoo while smoking a bong, kissing her female staffer and 
posing nude on ‘wife sharing’ sites

• Katie Hill, 32, has been seen in a series of shocking photographs obtained exclusively 
by DailyMail.com

• Hill was pictured kissing and brushing her young female staffer’s hair, who 
DailyMail.com can identify as Morgan Desjardins from Santa Clarita, California 

• The then 22-year-old began a throuple relationship with Hill and her husband 
Kenny Heslep shortly after she started working for Hill in 2017

• Texts and photos between Hill, Heslep and Desjardins reveal their throuple was 
steamy at first, but ended with Hill leaving them ‘high and dry’ 

• The congresswoman was also seen posing naked while smoking a bong on 9/11 in 
2017, as a tattoo of a Nazi-era Iron Cross on her bikini line is on full display 

• The tattoo could open the congresswoman to accusations of hypocrisy, after she 
criticized racist Facebook posts that included a similar-looking cross 

• Sources revealed Hill and Heslep also posted Hill’s naked photos online in 2016 
under a thread called ‘WouldYouF**kMyWife’ and ‘wifesharing’ 

 

I suppose there should be a potential NSFW warning regarding the clicking of the link, but hey, live 
dangerously Spartans!

And all Al Franken had was this and now he’s an ex-senator:

https://www.spartareport.com/author/brunostrozek/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7609835/Katie-Hill-seen-showing-Nazi-era-tattoo-smoking-BONG-NAKED.html
https://www.spartareport.com/2019/10/bi-curious-democrat-congressxer-in-polyamorous-affair-sports-nazi-era-tat/#comments-section


 

The last word goes to cementer Vanishingly Rare Foreign Yōkai over at Instapundit who wrote this:

Remember, this person was elected to Congress by suburban wine moms who felt that 
Donald Trump was morally deficient.
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